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ACRS 10
Dear Mr. Lundvall:

SUBJECT: NUREG-0737 ITEM II.K.3.25, REACTOR COOLANT PUMP (RCP) SEAL
INTEGRITY FOLLOWING LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

By letter dated November 30, 1984, you responded to our letter dated
August 29, 1984, on the above stated subject. Based on our review of your
response and information obtained in the meeting of March 13, 1985, we
determined that operator action to reinstate seal cooling is acceptable;

and therefore Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 are is in compliance with the
requirements of TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.25.

\
Although the staff has found operator action is acceptable for reinstating
seal cooling and that a sufficient safety concern does not exist to require
a back-fit at this time the staff believes that automatic reinitiation of
seal cooling is the preferable design option. Automation of seal cooling is
considered prudent since it minimizes the burden placed on the operator at
a time when he maybe occupied with other actions. Therefore, the staff
strongly recomend that you consider this modification in addressing resolu-
tion of other generic actions such as Station Blackout (USI-A44), RCP Seals
(GI-23) and CCW Failures (GI-65).

Sincerely, |
i

b

Edward J. Butcher, Acting Chief :

Operating Reactors Branch #3 (
Division of Licensing i

I
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| Safety Evaluation
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Dear Mr. Lundvall:

SUBJECT: NUREG-0737 ITEM II.K.3.25, REACTOR COOLANT PUMP (RCP) SEAL
INTEGRITY FOLLOWING LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

:

| By letter dated November 30, 1984, you responded to our letter dated
August 29, 1984, on the above stated subject. Based on our review of your

',

response and information obtained in the meeting of March 13, 1985, we
determined that operator action to reinstate seal cooling is acceptable
and therefore Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 are is in compliance with the,

;

requirements of TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.25.'

Although the staff has found operator action is acceptable for reinstating
seal cooling and that a sufficient safety concern does not exist to require
a back-fit at this time the staff believes that automatic reinitiation of,

seal cooling is the preferable design option. Automation of seal cooling is!

considered prudent since it minimizes the burden placed on the operator at'

a time when he maybe occupied with other actions. Therefore, the staff
strongly recommends that you consider this modification in addressing resolu-
tion of other generic actions such as Station Blackout (USI-A44), RCP Seals
(GI-23) and CCW Failures (GI-65).
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Sincerely,'

|
Edward J. Butcher, Acting Chief'

4 Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
FOR ANO-2 AND CALVERT CLIFF 5 UNIT 5 182

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL INTEGRITY FOLLOWING LO55 0F 0FFSITE POWER

I. BACKGROUND

In letters dated August 29, 1984, both Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
and Arkansas Power & Light Company were informed that their responses to
TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.25 (ANO-2 and Calvert Cliffs) were not accept-a
able. The staff concluded tnet the licensees did not provide adequate
justification that operator action can assure continued integrity of the
primary system boundary followrag a loss-of-offsite-power event.'

In response to the 50.54(f) letters from NRC, both BG&E and AP&L submitted
additional infonnation in support of their positions. BG&E responded in a
letter to J. R. Miller from A. E. Lundvall, Jr., dated November 30, 1984, '

and AP&L responded in a letter to D. Eisenhut from J. T. Enos, dated
December 10, 1984. In addition, further clarification of the reactor
coolant pump seal design was presented by both licensees and their reactor
and pump vendors at a March 13, 1985, meeting with the NRC. The following
butlines the major arguments presented by the licensees for not automating
reinitiation of cooling to the RCP seals following a loss-of-offsite-power
tvent.

II. LICENSEES' TECHNICAL POSITION

1. The Byron-Jackson Pump Design

Byron-Jackson pumps are designed with three seal stages. Each stage
is capable of withstanding full system pressure. The ANO-2 and
Calvert Cliffs (CC) plants have an additional fourth vapor seal.

1 This seal is designed to withstand full system pressure with the pump
idle. The fourth seal is not present in a Westinghouse or Bingham
pump.

A significant design feature found in a Byron-Jackson pump is the
incorporation of a titanium carbide rotating face ring with a
stainless steel lock ring. Should thermal stresses result in
fracturing the titanium carbide rotating face rings (as may occur
following reinitiation of seal cooling), the lock ring, acting in
conjunction with the differentia 1 pressure acting upon the ring, has
been demonstrated to hold the shattered fragments in place and

i thereby limit the leakage (see Section 4 below).

2. Design Basis For The Byron-Jackson Pump

The Byron-Jackson pumps are designed to the following specifications.
Upon loss of integrity of one of the three seals, controlled leakage i

through the pump would increase to slightly more than I gpm. Upon |

|
-
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loss of function of 2 out of 3 seals, controlled leakage would not
exceed 2 gpm. Should all three seals fail to function, total leakage
(assuming closure of the excess ficw check valve) would not exceed 10
gpm. Should the vapor seal also fail, then leakage would not exceed
40 gpm. However, there has never been an occurrence which resulted
in all four seals failing.

'

3. Operating Limits For The Byron-Jackson Pumps

According to the pump manufacturer, the following outlines the
operating limits for the Byron-Jackson pumps. For a loss-of-seal-
cooling event which lasts less than 10 minutes, the pumps may be
restarted without experiencing seal damage. Some seal damage could
result following repetitive occurrences. Should the duration of
loss of seal cooling exceed 10 minutes, seal inspection is recomended
prior to startup of the pumps. If a blackout lasts more than an hour,

seal replacement is recomended and seal cooling should not be rein- -

stated. The licensees confinned at the March 13, 1985, meeting that
they adhere to these guidelines.

,

4. Operating Experience and Testing

The design of the RCP seal has undergone several tests. One test,
conducted at San Onofre, lasted for 3 hours. Throughout this test,
the component cooling water was isolated from the pump. During the
initial half-hour of the test, the pmp was maintained running.*

During the remaining 21 hours of the test, the pump was tripped.
The test demonstrated that the RCP seals maintained their integrity
throughout the test. A controlled leakage of 1.85 gpm and a vapor
seal leakage of 0.5 gpm were measured. Following the restoration
of seal cooling (CCW), the seal leakage gradually returned to nonnal.
Inspection of the seals showed a cracked vapor seal rotating ring
and some deterioration of the "0" rings and "U" cups. The other seal
faces, however, were not damaged.

Another test was performed on a production seal cartridge experiencing
plant hot standby conditions for 50 hours without seal cooling. Test
results showed that the controlled leakage remained within limits
(0.25gpmleakage). Inspection showed a cracked vapor seal rotating
ring, permanent compression of the "0" rings, and permanent hardening
of the "U" cups. Seal functional integrity, however, was maintained.

In addition to the experimental data, the licensees discussed operating
reactor experiences with Byron-Jackson pumps. One such experience was
the St. Lucie natural circulation cooldown event of 1980. During this
event, the CCW was not available for a period of li hours. While the
seals were replaced, followup inspections showed that the seals were
not damaged and that the pumps could have been restarted. In February
1985, an event at 'Waterford-3 resulted in loss of CCW to 3 of the 4
RCPs. Following 11 hours, one pump leaked at an estimated rate of

_ _. _ _ . _ . _ _ __ _
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3 gpm. During this event, the vapor seal failed (as a result of
bleedoff isolation) but the lower and middle seals retained their
function. The plant was cooled without CCW. The seals maintained
functional integrity throughout the event.

Additional operating experiences of Byron-Jackson pumps included:

(a) Pumps remained in hot standby for 1 hour without CCW. No
failures occurred.

(b) Two out of four reactor coolant pumps remained at hot standby
for 6 hours without CCW. No significant leakage occurred.

(c) With shaft / impeller separation, the middle seals failed
simultaneously. The vapor seal maintained system integrity.

(d) Experience has shown that if CCW was rein ~itiated within 10
minutes, no seal damage would occur. If the CCW was reinstated
within 30 minutes, some minor failure may occur, but the seals
would maintain their function.

5. Modifications Required For Automatic initiation Of Seal Cooling

Arkansas performed a preliminary evaluation of the modifications
required to restore cooling to the RCP seals. Conclusions reached
by Arkansas indicated the modifications to be " substantial both in

'design and resources, possibly requiring new pumping systems and/or
additional diesel generator capacity." Upon follow-up discussions,
the licensee stated that load shedding would only be required during
a loss of offsite power event concurrent with a loss of coolant
accident; that for such events, the diesel generator would not have
the capacity to support the non-safety grade component cooling water
system and its associated support' systems.

BG&E" did not address the plant modifications required for automating
the reinitiation of coolant to the RCP seals other than stating that
substantial modifications were required for its plants as well.

6. Licensees' Conclusions

; AP&L, BG&E, C-E, and Byron-Jackson all consider seal failures with
leakage greater than 10 gpm to be a non-credible event. While'

operator action is required to reinstate CCW, this action is not
required to get the plant to cold shutdown without losing seal
functional integrity. This has been demonstrated through reactor
operating experiences and special tests. The licensees concluded

; that loss of RCP seal integrity due to a loss of CCW is not a safety
concern, since the seals are capable of maintaining functional
integrity without cooling for a static pump. Consequently, automa-,

tion of seal cooling, following a loss-of-offsite-power event,
is not necessary for plants with Byron-Jackson pumps.

\
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III. STAFF EVALUATION

The staff reviewed AP&L's and BG&E's submittals relating)to manualreinitiation of coolant to the reactor coolant pump (RCP seals
following a loss-of-offsite-power event. Based upon operating reactor
experiences as well as loss-of-seal-coolant tests, the staff concludes
that adequate data has been provided to support the follcwing findings:

(a) Reinstating coolant to the RCP seals is not necessary for getting
the lant to cold shutdown conditions (e.g., Waterford-3 event of
1985 .

(b) According to the pump manufacturer, the most severe leakage which
could result from a loss-of-seal-cooling event for a four-stage
Byron-Jackson pump is 40 gpm. This assumes all four seals failing.
A failure of all four seals has not occurred at any operating plant
with Byron-Jackson pumps (e.g., operational data and seal testing).

(c) Should the integrity of three seals be compromised, the resulting
leakage will be less than 10 gpm (e.g., operating reactor experience
with a shaft / impeller separation leading to failures of all seals
but the vapor seal).

~

(d) Should reinitiation of coolant to the seals result in fragmentation
of the titanium carbide rotating face rings, the stainless steel
lock ring would prevent dispersion of the fragments and thereby limit
the leakage (e.g., operating reactor events).

(e) Should the operator reinstate coolant to the seals prior to 10
minutes following a loss-of-offsite-power event, seal integrity
will be maintained (e.g., operating reactor events and seal tests).

~
(f) Should operator action reinstate coolant between 15 and 60 minutes

following a LOOP, seal integrity will remain intact, but a thorough
inspection of the seals will be made prior to restart (e.g., San
Onofre test).

| (g) While the cost for automating reinitiation of coolant to the seals
i

i was not quantified, both BG&E and AP&L have stated that such efforts '

would be substantial and may require new pumping systems and/or
additional diesel generator capacity.

i

Based on its review of the licensees' evaluation outlined above, the staff no
longer requires automatic reinitiation of coolant to the reactor coolant pump
seals following a loss-of-offsite-power event. As such, we find AP&L and BG&E
in compliance with TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.25 (ANO-2 and CC-1 and -2) for
their respective plants. We point out, however, that this SE does not constitute
a resolution to Generic Issue 23, " Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures," and |

|
should not be interpreted as such.

,

Principal Contributor:;

| J. Guttmann
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